ABSTRACT Firefly algorithm (FA) was proposed by Yang which inspired from communication between fireflies through flash. As an efficient swarm intelligence algorithm, FA has been successfully applied in real-world applications. However, FA employs full attraction model that the method of selecting fireflies is sequential selection, namely each firefly can be attracted to other all fireflies in the worst case. This causes FA is prone to fall into local optima and high computational complexity. Inspired by the principle of firefly glow, an enhanced FA variant is proposed, namely, firefly algorithm with luciferase inhibition mechanism (LiFA), where luciferase inhibition mechanism is introduced to improve the effectiveness of selection. Besides, adaptive attraction model is also proposed to reduce the computational complexity and balance exploration and exploitation. Experiments are conducted on CEC2013 test suite to verify the performance of LiFA. The results show that LiFA has the best performance in some complex functions when compared other advanced FA variants.
However, original FA is prone to sink into local optima and slow convergence rate which extremely restricted its performance in solve complex optimization problems. To solve this problem, many researchers from various aspects to enhance its performance, such as modifying attraction model [22] , adapting the control parameters [23] and hybridizing FA with other algorithms [24] . Modifying attraction model is one of effective methods.
Original FA employs full attraction model that excessive movements cause population incline to converge in initial iteration. To make up this drawback, a novel attraction model was proposed called random attraction model that each firefly only moves once at most in each iteration [22] . The experimental results prove that this approach not only reduces the computational complexity but also can effectively enhance the performance of FA. However, this is another extreme situation when compared with the full attraction model. Too less movement is not good for exploitation. And the method of random attraction model to select firefly is arbitrary which causes the phenomenon of select firefly incomplete.
The motivations and innovative elements of this work are shown as follows: VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ 1) Luciferase inhibition mechanism is proposed to improve the effectiveness of selection.
2) Replace the full attraction model with adaptive attraction model to balance exploration and exploitation.
The rest of this paper structure is organized as follows. In Section II, the original FA is briefly introduced. Section III presents some related works about FA. Section IV expounds the motivation of our work. Section V describes the mechanism of luciferase inhibition and adaptive attraction model. Section VI presents the experimental results and discusses the performance of our proposed method. Moreover, conclusions of proposed approach are drawn in Section VII.
II. ORIGINAL FA
FA emulates the behavior of communication between fireflies according to flash. In FA, a firefly represents a potential solution which can be formulated as follow:
where X i is the ith firefly in the population which the size is N and D represents the dimension of test functions.
The attractiveness between two fireflies is described as follow:
β(r) = β 0 e −γ r 2 (2) where β 0 is the attractiveness when r = 0. In the majority of cases, γ is set to 1 and β 0 equal to 1. Each firefly represents a feasible solution that is random distributed in objective function space. The closer the firefly is to the optimal value, the brighter the firefly. Suppose that firefly X i finds a brighter firefly X j . Firefly X i will move to all around the firefly X j according to:
where α is step length factor and rand() is a random value between [0,1]. The main process of FA is shown as follows:
Step 1: Initialize the population randomly and generate N fireflies X i , i = 1, 2, . . . , N .
Step 2: Compute the brightness for each firefly.
Step 3: A firefly X i (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) compared with firefly X j (1 ≤ j ≤ N ), firefly X i move to firefly X j through formula 3 if X j is brighter than X i . Parameter of β is calculated by formula 2.
Step 4: Compute the fitness value for new born firefly.
Step 5: If achieve the termination condition, output the best firefly, otherwise, go back to Step 3.
III. RELATED WORK
Since the appearance of FA, many scholars enhance it from different aspects, thereby deriving many variants. In this section, a short summary of these works are presented.
Control parameters have a crucial effect on the performance of FA. In [25] , Mo et al. through many time experiments to determine the value of step size factor (α), absorption coefficient (β) and population size (N ). Original FA has fixed parameter α. Some scholars attempt to adapt it to enhance the ability of exploration and exploitation. In [26] , Yu et al. proposed a wise step strategy called WSSFA which each of firefly has an independent step parameter α i . In [27] , the same author adapted α with the growth of iterations. In [28] , a new FA variant called MFA was proposed which dynamically adjust the parameter α according to the current iteration and modify the movement formula. Its mathematical description is shown as follows:
where [27] dynamically adjusted the parameter α with the increasing number of iteration. Huang et al. [29] used mode switch to adjust parameter α let FA switch to exploitation from exploration. In [30] , attractiveness is calculated by fuzzy variables to improve the global search. In [31] , Fu et al. used chaotic maps to initialize population and gaussian mutation was adopted to help population break away from local optima effectively. In [32] , Kazemzadeh et al. to keep the diversity of population used mutation operator to construct the low rank firefly and introduced a memory to retain the brighter fireflies in each iteration. Besides, a new updating formula was proposed. In [33] , the worst firefly is constructed by the best firefly or opposition-based learning which is determined by a random value p. To increase the diversity of population, Yu et al. [34] added rand noise based on the original movement equation. In [35] , firefly X i moves to the brighter firefly via chaotic sequence. Meanwhile, a new population model was proposed to maintain population diversity in every iteration.
As a swarm intelligence algorithm, FA uses single population. If the best firefly sinks into the local optima, this will result the whole population converge. In [36] , Subotic et al. first attempted to parallelize FA that the population of FA is divided into two sub-populations. After certain number of iterations, the process of exchanging fireflies among them occurs. In [37] , cooperative model was proposed to extend the single population to the multi-population. In [38] , Farahani et al. split the population into several sub-populations, and interacting of each sub-population by an exclusion parameter and anti-convergence operator. In [39] , Arora et al. divided the population into upper, middle and lower that fireflies in the upper and lower levels have high probability to mutate. And fireflies in the middle level don't participate mutate.
Wang et al. [40] used three neighborhood search strategy to obtain a balance between exploration and exploitation. Inspired by the phenomenon of opposite attraction of fireflies, fireflies are divided into two parts by gender difference in [41] . Male firefly focuses on exploration and female firefly implements local search. Besides, females can only be attracted by males and males can be attracted by all fireflies. Lv and Zhaoq [42] used gaussian disturbance and local search to increase optimizing precision. Verma et al. [43] applied opposition-based learning and the dimensional-based approach to enhance the FA which can closer to the optimal solution. In [44] , the time-varying inertia weight was introduced into the process of position renewal for each firefly that enhance the ability of global search in the search space. Because of the mechanism of original FA attractiveness, only some poor fireflies can be modified. It means that the brightest or two identical fireflies do nothing. To enhance the search ability of brighter firefly, Wang et al. proposed alternative search strategy to implement it in [45] . The method of adapting parameter α and β was also proposed.
From formula 2, we can see that the distance of two fireflies r have a crucial influence on attractiveness. The bigger r is, the smaller β is, it even tends to 0. From formula 3, if the parameter β equal to 0, this will result the search region of firefly has no purpose. To eliminate the influence of long distance between two fireflies. In [46] , Lin et al. constructed a virtual standard space which limits the distance between 0 and 1. Meanwhile, a modified formula for calculate attractiveness and a novel movement formula were proposed.
Combined with the advantages of other algorithm can make up drawback of FA. Zhang et al. [47] through parallel execute FA and DE to enhance search efficiency. Xia et al. [24] combined FA with PSO through employed three novel operators. As a global search algorithm, original firefly algorithm has bad performance on maintain population diversity, while negatively correlated search better than original firefly algorithm in this problem. Therefore, in [48] , firefly algorithm was combined with negatively correlated search. From formula 3, the position of firefly depend on randomization factor α. This randomness may cause firefly fall into local optima. Hence, Wahid et al. applied genetic algorithm to overcome this shortcoming in [49] . If after movement of firefly is not better than before, apply operator of genetic algorithm to improve it.
Attraction model has a crucial role to balance exploration and exploitation. Because of FA employs full attraction model which excessive attraction makes FA premature convergence. To reduce the number of attractions, a novel FA variant called RaFA which employs random attraction model was proposed [22] . Wang et al. [50] proposed neighborhood attraction model called NaFA that firefly X i selects k fireflies from its neighborhood as comparison object. In [51] , each firefly was compared with several fireflies which are randomly selected from population named NEFA. In [52] , a new mechanism was introduced that the number of attracted fireflies are dynamically adjusted called PaFA.
Additionally, our proposed method belongs to attraction model. The difference of aforementioned FA variants about modified attraction model, not only include number of select fireflies in each iteration but also the method of selection. In this section, we make a brief overview of related work about FA. More comprehensive survey can be referred to [53] .
IV. MOTIVATION
Full attraction model is employed by FA which makes FA is high computational complexity. Many scholars enhanced FA through reduce the complexity. Wang et al. first attempt to modify the attraction model that firefly X i can be attracted by at most one firefly in each iteration, namely random attraction model (Ra) [22] . In [50] , neighborhood attraction model (Na) was proposed. Zhou et al. dynamically adjusted the number of selection by a threshold called partial attraction model (Pa) [52] . These method can effectively reduce the computational complexity. However, another problem should be noticed, that is, how to select individual correctly. For full attraction model, which employs sequential selection that each firefly can be selected. The method of selection for Na is neighborhood selection that firefly X i compared with several fireflies from its neighborhood. With the continue of comparison, neighborhood of each firefly can be exploited that the probability of each firefly is selected as same. Both of Ra and Pa, the method of selection is partial. To verify this point of view, we output the situation of individual selection for Ra in the first five iterations. N is set to 10. Two different display forms: scatter plot and diagram are shown in Fig. 1 , which show that the firefly X 4 most selected and firefly X 9 is selected only one time. It is important of information sharing in the early iterations. If firefly X 4 is a poor individual and the best individual is X 9 , while faulty communication causes the whole population move to the wrong direction. This phenomenon of select individual partial is not significantly in the whole run. But it is made up by the lots of iterations in late period, while the population has been gathered together at this time. Therefore, it is crucial to make a promising direction in initial iteration.
V. LIFA
To protect the unnoticed individual, the mechanism of luciferase inhibition is proposed which inspired by the principle of firefly flash. In nature, firefly flash depends on a series of chemical reactions. Luciferase is one of reactant, if the activity of luciferase has stronger inhibition.The affected firefly will send out weaker light even can not flash, thereby has no opportunity to be found by other fireflies. Besides, a novel attraction model called adaptive attraction model is proposed which can dynamically adjust the number of selection in each iteration. More detailed descriptions are shown in next subsection.
A. LUCIFERASE INHIBITION
Some scholars modified FA according to the living habits of fireflies. In [11] , Yang et al. assumed fireflies in the population are no gender that one firefly can be attracted to other all fireflies. Takeuchi et al. proposed contrary views. In [54] , VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 1. Selected times of individual for random attraction model. male fireflies can be attracted to other all fireflies and female fireflies are attracted by only males.
For original FA, the method of selecting fireflies is sequential selection which causes high computational complexity. Both of RaFA, PaFA and NEFA, the method of selection is randomly selecting from population which causes some fireflies are rarely selected. To improve the method of selection, mechanism of luciferase inhibition is proposed which inspired by the principle of flash.
In [55] , mutual attraction between fireflies are according to flash in nature where its principle of flash is shown as follows:
where D · LH 2 represents luciferase. According to the formulas 8 and 9, luciferase has an essential effect on flash. If the activity of D · LH 2 is lost, the product of E · LH 2 AMP will not produce. If lack the product, the formula 9 will not proceed, thereby the firefly can not flash. Therefore, this firefly can not attracted by other fireflies. According to this biological characteristic, luciferase inhibition mechanism is proposed to improve the method of selection.
To illustrate more clearly, the process of luciferase inhibition mechanism is given in Fig. 2 . Red circle represents current firefly X i , yellow-green and gray circle represents bright fireflies and can not flash fireflies (luciferase is inhibited), respectively. Assume that N equal to 6 and the number of selecting fireflies c is set to 3. Fig. 2(a) is initial phase of luciferase inhibition that all fireflies can flash normally. In Fig. 2(b) , the first firefly A randomly selects c fireflies from population. After attraction, luciferase of selected fireflies C, D and E are inhibited. In Fig. 2(c) , it is turn to firefly B to select fireflies. Because of there are two fireflies A and F can normally flash which is less than c. Firefly B can only compare with the remaining fireflies. After this attraction, the activity of fireflies A and F are inhibited and only firefly B can flash normally in Fig. 2(d) . The attraction can not continue. Therefore, recovery the activity of luciferase for all inhibited fireflies which the phase turn into Fig. 2(a) . Repeat this process until the stopping criterion.
B. ADAPTIVE ATTRACTION
In [56] , Črepinšek et al. pointed out that exploration is the ability of visiting the unknown region of objective function space, while exploitation is used to visit the neighborhood region of explored space. This has become the research direction of many scholars that how to coordinate the relation between exploration and exploitation. Pay attention for this and ignore another is not good for FA in solving high dimension problems. For Ra and Na, the number of select fireflies is fixed which causes these two variants can not balance exploration and exploitation well, thereby loses the opportunity of find the optimal value. To make up this drawback and reduce the computational complexity, adaptive attraction model is proposed.
In adaptive attraction model, each firefly X i compared with c fireflies which are randomly selected from normal population. To balance exploration and exploitation, the parameter c adapted by:
where a and b are control parameters which can influence the performance of adaptive attraction model. Besides, n represents the population size, t and MaxIt represents current iteration times and the maximum iteration, respectively. In the real programming, c should be an integer which is determined by upward integral function.
Assume that all selected fireflies are brighter than current firefly X i . Therefore, in the worst case, the whole numbers of movement (T m ) in the adaptive attraction model is
where c t represents the number of selected fireflies in tth iteration. From the formula 10, the number of compared fireflies are dynamically adjusted in each iteration which can In fact, the movement formula of LiFA is based on MFA. Schematically, pseudo code of LiFA is shown in Algorithm 1, where I i and I j represent the fitness value of X i and X j , respectively.
VI. RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, 28 test functions come from CEC2013 test suite are used to test the performance of our approach which are mainly used for real-parameter optimization. More details are shown in [57] . In all experiments, the results have been subtracted from the optimal value. Therefore, the closer the result is to 0, the better. The programming language uses MATLAB. All experiments are tested on a computer with Inter Core i7-4790 CPU and 8 GB RAM based on Windows 10 platform.
A. VALIDITY ANALYSIS OF THE PARAMETER A AND B
The parameter a has a marked impact on global search of LiFA which satisfies 0 ≤ a ≤ N − 1. The comparison results are summarized in Table 1 . The meaning of ''Mean'' is the average value of the optimal value from 30 independent runs. In every function, 
B. PARAMETER SETTINGS
In this paper, 11 FA variants are selected as comparison objects. The involved algorithms are summarized in Table 2 .
For equitable comparison, we set the same parameter settings such as population size (N ) and termination condition. In this paper, each competitor uses the max number of fitness evaluations MaxFES and max number of iteration MaxIt as the termination condition, where MaxIt = MaxFES/N . When the number of iteration reaches to MaxIt or fitness evaluations reaches to MaxFES, the algorithm stop running and out the best firefly (solutions). For all experiments, MaxFES and N are set to 5.0E+5 and 20, respectively. To eliminate the randomness of result, each competitor runs 30 times for each test function independently.
C. COMPARISON WITH 4 FA VARIANTS ABOUT MODIFIED ATTRACTION MODEL
In this subsection, our proposed method is compared with 4 FA variants of modified attraction model as comparison algorithms, which includes RaFA, NaFA, PaFA and NEFA. Table 2 summarizes the parameter settings of these comparison algorithms. For LiFA, the parameter α, γ , β min and β 0 are set to 0.5, 1, 0.2 and 1, respectively. In addition, D = 30 is used by each algorithm.
The computational results of RaFA, NaFA, PaFA, NEFA and LiFA are shown in Table 3 . The best mean values of each function are shown as bold. For f 2 -f 10 , f 13 -f 16 and f 21 -f 28 , LiFA yields promising solutions. But fall in local optima in f 1 , f 11 , f 12 and f 17 -f 20 . Unfortunately, RaFA can not get the best result once and PaFA obtains the best result in f 8 . For NaFA, which gets the best results 9 times. The best results of f 1 , f 8 , f 20 and f 28 are obtained by NEFA.
In addition, Wilcoxon's rank sum test results are shown in the bottom of Table 3 which the significance level is set 0.05, b/e/w means LiFA has b functions better than the competitor, equal in e functions and worse in w functions. For RaFA and PaFA, LiFA better than this two competitors in 24 functions. This indicates that LiFA is significantly better than RaFA and PaFA. When compared with NaFA, LiFA is better than it in 15 functions, equal in 7 functions and worse in 6 functions. For NEFA, LiFA is better than it in 24 functions, equal to in 2 functions and worse in 2 functions. Besides, Wilcoxon signed rank test is also tested that the results are shown in the bottom of Table 3 . If the p-values are below 0.05 which means LiFA is significantly better than the competitor. The results show that LiFA is significantly better than RaFA, NaFA, PaFA and NEFA. This proves that our proposed method of selection and adaptive attraction model have positive effect on close to the optimal value.
D. COMPARISON WITH OTHER 7 ADVANCED FA VARIANTS
To further prove the advantage of LiFA, original FA and other six advanced FA variants are selected as competitors. The parameter settings of these comparison algorithms are shown in Table 2 . In this subsection while the dimension of function (D) is set to 30.
The computational results are summarized in Table 4 . ''MEAN'' denotes the average value of the optimal value obtained from 30 independent runs, while ''STD'' denotes the standard deviation. The best results or smallest values of each function are shown as bold. When compared with FA [11] , ApFA [50] , NSRaFA [40] , DFA [50] , DSFFA [60] and MFA [28] , on 10 functions Besides, for a more intuitively display of the ranking, we summarizes the ranking for all involved algorithms in each function which can be found in Fig. 3 . The results are come from Table 4 which the ranking criteria is that the closer to 0, the better. The ranking of each algorithm on each function is represented by a colored block. If the block is blue, which means the algorithm catches the best result in this function. On the country, if the block is aquamarine, which means the algorithm catches the worst result in this function. More detailed description of color are summarized in Fig. 3 . From the Fig. 3 , LiFA has the most blue block and only one aquamarine block, while WSSFA catches the most aquamarine block. Obviously, LiFA is the champion in this experiment. Through the above analysis, LiFA becomes the winner in this experiment.
The search space of the algorithm will become larger when the number of dimension increased. This may result the proposed method be invalidated. To verify the robustness of LiFA, we set D = 50 while the comparison algorithms are same as Table 4 .
From Table 5 , LiFA continues stay ahead on the 50-dimensional functions. LiFA can win the first ranking for all STD and MEAN in 10 functions which includes 24 and f 28 , while gets the best value of MEAN in 7 functions (f 1 , f 8 , f 9 , f 15 , f 22 , f 23 and f 27 ). All FA variants except ApFA get the same result on f 8 and only WSSFA wins the best value of STD. FA gets the champion in f 2 and f 4 . Besides, DFA and MFA win the first 1 time, respectively. Meanwhile, average rank of LiFA is 1.77 that is better than other all comparison algorithms. The Wilcoxon's rank sum test results are also counted in the bottom of Table 5 , the results show that LiFA still keeps the advantage. Meanwhile, the ranking chart of this experiment is shown in Fig. 4 , which indicates LiFA still catches the most blue block and all rankings are top three in each function. Although, with the increase of dimension, the performance of LiFA in solving complex function degradation. LiFA is still the best algorithm in this experiment. This proves that our proposed approach has good robustness.
E. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
In this subsection, the convergence rate of LiFA is investigated which selects 7 algorithms as comparison objects (LiFA, ApFA, MFA, FA, NSRaFA, DFA and DSFFA). The results are shown in Fig. 5 which come from Table 4 . The abscissa represents the iteration number and the ordinate represents the mean function error value which means the average value of the actual best result obtained by the algorithm subtract the standard best result on a function in 30 independent operates. For more convenient display, the convergence curves of 9 functions are selected, which includes 2 unimodal functions (f 3 and f 5 ), 4 multimodal functions (f 9 , f 10 , f 11 , f 14 and f 16 ) and 2 composition functions (f 25 and f 27 ).
From Fig. 5 , on f 3 , f 9 , f 10 , f 25 and f 27 , LiFA has obvious advantages and the convergence speed is faster than any other competitors. On f 5 , f 11 , f 14 and f 16 , the advantages of LiFA is not significantly better than any other competitors, but the convergence speed of LiFA is still the fastest in the 7 algorithms. Therefore, enhance the method of selection firefly and reduce the computational complexity is an effective way to make better the performance of FA.
F. ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS OF ADAPTIVE ATTRACTION MODEL
Through the above experiments, the results show that our proposed method is effective in solving complex function.
The robustness of adaptive attraction model (Aa) is analyzed in this subsection which selects random attraction model (Ra) as comparison object. The involved algorithms are listed as follows:
• Original FA with Ra (FA+Ra) • Original FA with Aa (FA+Aa)
• WSSFA with Ra (WSSFA+Ra)
• WSSFA with Aa (WSSFA+Aa) In this subsection, parameter settings are as same as Table 2 for parent algorithm, where the average values of the best fitness from 30 independent runs are summarized in Table 6 that the champions in Wilcoxon's rank sum test are shown as bold. The total results are summarized in the bottom, FA+Aa is better than FA+Ra in 7 functions and equal in 20 functions. The advantages of Aa is not significantly better than Ra. But, when Aa applied in WSSFA, the results show that WSSFA+Aa has 20 functions better than WSSFA+Ra and equal in 8 functions. The difference between WSSFA and FA is computation formula of α that effective formula of α can enhance the ability of exploration. This indicates that good balance for exploration and exploitation can maximize the potential of search ability. Meanwhile, Aa is better than Ra that Aa can better handle the relation between exploration and exploitation than Ra. 
VII. CONCLUSION
Attraction model mainly to balance exploration and exploitation. Many scholars aimed at this aspect to enhance the performance of FA, such as RaFA, NaFA and PaFA. For RaFA and PaFA, the two methods of selecting fireflies are randomly selected from the population which cause some fireflies to be rarely selected,thereby reduce the efficiency of information sharing among populations. Therefore, we enhance the performance of FA through two aspects: the method of selecting fireflies and reduce the computational complexity of attraction model. In this paper, a novel FA variant called LiFA is proposed. To ensure each firefly can be selected fairly, the mechanism of luciferase inhibition is introduced. Meanwhile, to reduce the computational complexity of attraction model and balance exploration and exploitation, a novel attraction model is proposed called adaptive attraction model which can adaptively adjust the number of selecting fireflies in each iteration. To test the performance of our proposed approach, 11 FA variants are selected as competitors, the test functions use CEC2013 test suite. The experiment results prove that LiFA has better performance in solving the complex functions when compared with other advanced FA variants. The advantages of our proposed algorithm are that can ensure the correct information sharing in the initial period and balance exploration and exploitation. The disadvantage is need to ensure the different parameter settings of proposed formula when solve different problems. Our work is mainly focus on balance exploration and exploitation, but not enhance the ability of exploration and exploitation. Rather than this will be our future work. 
